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1. Maashei Part II     [07:16] 
2. Forever Yours      [07:20] 
3. Through the Border     [07:07] 
4. She Lives in the Purple Forest  [07:00] 
5. Sacred Peaceful Place    [06:58] 
6. Great Grief      [06:55] 
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Release info: 

The halcyon days... The wind disorderly shakes branches of the trees. Morning sunlight scatters on the 
ceiling, fingers numb from the cold. I listen attentively to the rustling leaves, slight ululation of the wind. I 
fall into a dream, I find myself among the trees white with frost, and the ground with a thin snow cover. 
The sky is dark, but it seems like the trees light everything around them like some sort of lanterns. I step 
barefoot on the slightly snowy path and move towards the exit from the thicket. In the midst of the 
meadow, I fall on my back and stretch my arms. Everythings blurs and the sky becomes closer. So quiet... 
So calm... 
 

Biography: 

Russian CJ, born in 1987 in Kursk (Russia). He was surrounded by music from early childhood. In 2000-
2002 starts experimenting with trance. In 2003 tries different sequencers, programming synthesizers, tries 
to create his own sound. In 2006 releases all his early works under alias “Yevgen”. Later tries himself as a 
remixer on an  electronic music site. As a result 3 remixes where released. 
“Yevgen” becomes to “Tetarise” in 2008. Tetarise doesn’t have a specific genre. It’s mostly trance 
(melodic, progressive, psychedelic), although chillout and ambient parts can be also found. Inspired by 
BT, Jirah, Shulman, Tetarise starts writing beautiful atmospgeric music, light and aery trance, 
accompanied by rough techno rythms or melancholic chillout 
 

Discography: 

Crimson Therapy [Aventuel Netlabel, 2009] 
Altworld [Aventuel Netlabel / Silent Flow Netlabel, 2009] 
Synthesizing [Intox Noize Netlabel, 2010] 
k.a.m.a. [Aventuel Netlabel / Silent Flow Netlabel, 2010] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact information 
 

http://www.myspace.com/tetarise 
yftnw@mail.ru 


